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Co3O4 Architectures Derived from Cu3(BTC)2:

Orthogonal Structural-Design Strategy for
Synergistic Catalytic Behavior. Owing to the

excellent properties of metal oxides, transition-metal
oxides have been widely used in both academic and

industrial fields. Pentagonal star-shaped metal
oxides are of great interest as the building blocks of

nanoarchitectures because they offer useful
properties such as high surface area and facile

diffusion. However, their structures are usually only
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trilayered with metal cations and anions. Herein, a
new strategy is developed for the fabrication of

pentagonal star-shaped Co3O4 architectures, which
are derived from Cu3(BTC)2. Cu3(BTC)2 as a

building unit can exert a certain influence on the
final products, and the Cu3O and Co3O4 phases can
exhibit orthogonal structures. It was found that the
optimized structural parameters of Cu3(BTC)2 can

be used as the model parameters to fabricate Co3O4
and Cu3O pentagonal star-shaped architectures with

high purity. Such unique architectures show the
synergetic effect of the Cu3O and Co3O4 phases in
terms of the catalytic properties. This work provides

a simple method for the preparation of more
complicated metal oxide architectures with

orthogonal structures.Q: PHPExcel reading I am
trying to open an excel file from user in PHPExcel

Here is my code I have a sample of excel file in my
server with xlsx extension $file_name
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='sample.xlsx'; $objPHPExcel =
PHPExcel_IOFactory::load($file_name); $sheet =

$objPHPExcel->getActiveSheet();
$sheet->setCellValue('A1', $word);

$sheet->setCellValue('B1', $phoneno);
$sheet->setCellValue('C1', $price); When I try this

code, It throws the following error Fatal error:
Uncaught exception 'Exception' with c6a93da74d
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